Sky Village in Rodovre / MVRDV
- Semi-public garden terraces between housing units
- Modularity of the housing units
- Legible structural information on the facade of the building

Beichuan Earthquake Museum / Cai Yongjie
- Splits are formed by the continuity of the paths
- Leads people to the entrances
- Continuity of the spaces on the split

Public axes

Lego House Staircases / BIG
- Socializing and hobby areas for people which has a stepped profile
- Common meeting place
- Integration with the environment and the green areas
- Open-air cinema sitting area
PUBLIC SOCIAL FACILITIES
+2.00 LEVEL PLAN : PUBLIC AXES

PUBLIC SURFACE: ANDESITE STONE

CUBE GRANITE STONE
PUBLIC SOCIAL FACILITIES
LEISURE ZONE: PERMEABILITY IN HORIZONTAL AXES

Student Mass
Activities:
- Watching TV
- Resting-Relaxing
- Table Games
- Playing-Singing

Between Two Masses
- Working
- Reading
- Gym

Elderly Mass
Activities:
- Watching TV
- Resting-Relaxing
- Table Games
- Dining Hall
LEISURE ZONE: PERMEABILITY IN HORIZONTAL AXES

Increasing privacy gradually
LEISURE ZONES BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL MASSES

- Relation between the floors with gallery space
- Light quality
LEISURE ZONES BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL MASSES

- Relation between the floors with gallery space
- Light quality
GREEN ROOF GARDEN TERRACES

Increasing neighborhood relations
Hobby green garden terraces